Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Migraine headache is a significant subset of primary headaches, known as the most common type of pediatric recurrent headaches, and it is presented with intermittent episodes of moderate to severe headache characterized by the duration of the pain which is between 4 to 72 hours. Migraine headache without aura is more common than the one with aura; it is mostly diagnosed based on ICHD2 and ICHD3 criteria of headache disorders \[[@ref1],[@ref2]\] and it is about 60% to 85% of all migraineurs \[[@ref3],[@ref4]\].

Electroencephalography (EEG) is an electrophysiological method of medical diagnosis and basic research recording discharges of superficial layers of cortex finding their way through the skull and radiating on the outside. Various EEG findings are correlated with the different types of headaches, most of which lack specificity, such as diffuse slowing, and increased slowing of high amplitude waves during photic stimulation \[[@ref5]\].

The use of different EEG feature extraction methods such as various wavelet functions and Burg-AR method and classifiers like support vector machine, for migraine detection is not a new subject \[[@ref6],[@ref7]\], although the comparison of different feature extraction methods and the efficacy of different classification methods is a novelty for migraine detection, which can absolutely aid migraine computer-aided diagnosis and follow up.

In this research, EEG signals were analyzed, using Welch's technique as a non-parametric feature extraction method and Yule Walker autoregressive technique as a parametric feature extraction method (knowing that, autoregressive techniques necessitate having signal dependent parameters such as 'order', one which is unnecessary while using non-parametric methods). The extracted features were classified using two classification methods 1. support vector machines and 2. the linear discriminant analysis. Lastly, classification results of all 4 combinations were compared to obtain best combination of migraine detection accuracy.

Materials and Methods {#sec1-2}
=====================

Data acquisition {#sec2-1}
----------------

EEG recording data is acquired from 24 children (8 males and 16 females) aged between 8 and 18 years old (12.7 ± 3.12 years, mean ± standard deviation) diagnosed with migraine without aura, based on ICHD3 criteria of headache disorders, and 19 healthy subjects (7 males and 12 females) in terms of migraine or any other headache disorder, also aged between 8 and 18 years old (12.6 ± 3.18 years, mean ± standard deviation). Recording is done for 10 minutes of background EEG with eyes closed, in a quiet room having the minimum noise as possible, by an EEG device with sampling rate at 256 Hz and 19 electrodes according to standard 10-20 system. No particular segments are deleted or included by visual inspection. Pre-processing was performed using frequency bandpass filters for 0.5 to 30 Hz to delete the noise above 30 Hz including muscle contractions and electricity at 50 Hz. All analyses were performed in MATLAB 2014b.

Frequency Bands {#sec2-2}
---------------

After pre-processing, all signals from each electrode were filtered to obtain (4 to 7 Hz), alpha (9 to 13 Hz), and beta (14 to 30 Hz) frequency bands for further processing.

Feature Extraction {#sec2-3}
------------------

In this paper, Welch's method and Yule-Walker Autoregressive (AR) method of feature extraction are utilized to obtain power spectra.

Welch's method, as a non-parametric method of feature extraction, divides time into segments, calculating the power spectrum of each segment, and averages power spectra among time series segments. Length of segments (windows) were 1000, and number of FFT points were 1024 (commonly the next power of 2 from the window length).

Yule-Walker method of feature extraction, as a parametric method is an autoregressive model for which Akaike Information Criterion is utilized to calculate the 'order' (as a parameter for autoregressive models) using MATLAB function ARfit \[[@ref8]\].

In our case, calculated orders for theta, alpha, and beta bands are 7, 10, and 12 respectively. Window length and number of FFT points are the same as above.

Using both feature extraction methods mentioned above, output variables include dominant frequency of each band (in Hz) and its absolute correlated power (in μv2) which are used as inputs for classification.

Feature Selection {#sec2-4}
-----------------

Since the number of features resulted by EEG processing is considerable, the feature selection is a necessary step to reduce the amount of information process and prepare the data for the accurate result. Therefore, in this article, a binary genetic algorithm is applied to obtain optimized features for classification and accuracy calculation. Genetic algorithm or GA (with binary genetic algorithm as its simplest form of use) is one of the most common feature selection tools used for EEG feature selection because it does not use one-by-one features and it is able to find different combinations of best features ,simultaneously. Therefore, in this article, a binary genetic algorithm is applied with the mutation parameter at 0.1, cross-over parameter at 0.8 and population size at 50 so as to obtain optimized features for classification and accuracy calculation \[[@ref9]\].

Classification {#sec2-5}
--------------

Here, two methods of data classifications are used: support vector machines (SVM) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) by MATLAB functions fitcsvm and fitcdiscr, respectively.

Support vector machines (SVM) using hyperplane separation are useful tools to classify large data with a large number of predictors and have a high accuracy to split classes \[[@ref10]\].

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a statistical method commonly used for data classification which is based on linear combinations of features \[[@ref11]\].

For both methods, accuracy was calculated using leave-one-out cross validation. Selected features and electrodes by GA were used as inputs for evaluation of dominant frequency and correlated absolute power (separately and combined) utilizing Welch's method and Yule-Walker AR method classified by both SVM and LDA tools. This was also done separately for theta, alpha, and beta frequency bands.

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

The accuracy calculated for combined frequency and power selected features in each wave band using Welch's and Yule-Walker AR feature extraction methods is classified by SVM using the leave-one-out cross validation demonstrating higher accuracy using Welch's method especially for alpha band features (combined dominant frequency and correlated absolute power). The mentioned accuracy is 81% as shown in [Figure 1](#JBPE-8-305-g001.tif){ref-type="fig"}.

![Diagnostic accuracy using combined frequency and power of wave bands using SVM. Alpha band extracted by Welch's method has the highest accuracy of 81% and Welch's results show better performance than Yule-Walker AR.](JBPE-8-305-g001){#JBPE-8-305-g001.tif}

[Figure 2](#JBPE-8-305-g002.tif){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the same as [Figure 1](#JBPE-8-305-g001.tif){ref-type="fig"}, except for the classification using LDA method and the results show that accuracy values are larger using SVM compared to LDA. Overall, Maximum accuracy is 74% which is resulted by alpha band selected features using SVM.

![Diagnostic accuracy using combined frequency and power of wave bands using LDA. In total results are lower than SVM results although Welch's results still remain the better one than Yule-Walker AR.](JBPE-8-305-g002){#JBPE-8-305-g002.tif}

As shown in bar charts, [Figure 3](#JBPE-8-305-g003.tif){ref-type="fig"} is dedicated exclusively to dominant frequency for all wave bands (combination selection by GA) as the only input of classification. This shows that Welch's method results in higher values of detection accuracy especially when features are classified by SVM. It has 88% accuracy as the highest detection accuracy for the mentioned combination.

![Diagnostic accuracy using exclusively dominant frequency of wave bands, combined. Welch's method shows better performance with 88% accuracy using SVM.](JBPE-8-305-g003){#JBPE-8-305-g003.tif}

Combined absolute power for all wave bands as the only inputs for classification reveals higher accuracy values when Yule-Walker AR is used as a feature extraction method especially with SVM as a classifier ensuing from a maximum detection accuracy of 86% that it is shown in [Figure 4](#JBPE-8-305-g004.tif){ref-type="fig"}.

![Diagnostic accuracy using exclusively absolute power of wave bands, combined. Yule-Walker shows better performance especially using SVM with 86% accuracy.](JBPE-8-305-g004){#JBPE-8-305-g004.tif}

Combined dominant frequency and correlated absolute power selected features for all wave bands reveal the highest detection accuracy values. As shown in bar charts of [Figure 5](#JBPE-8-305-g005.tif){ref-type="fig"}, data analysis adopting Welch's method as the feature extraction method using SVM classification results in 93% accuracy and it is also shown clearly that SVM classifier, and Welch's feature extraction method are the dominant ones between classifiers and powers spectral density methods of feature extraction, respectively.

![Diagnostic accuracy using exclusively absolute power of wave bands, combined. Yule-Walker shows better performance especially using SVM with 86% accuracy.](JBPE-8-305-g005){#JBPE-8-305-g005.tif}

Discussion and Conclusion {#sec1-4}
=========================

The highest accuracy of the current work is using both dominant frequency and power of all wave bands with Welch's method alongside SVM classification resulting in accuracy of 93%. Our results indicate that in almost all cases of inputs, SVM classification has a better performance than LDA. Besides, in all cases, except for power of all wave bands as the exclusive input, Welch's method results in better values of diagnostic accuracy and this method has a much better performance than Yule-Walker AR model, when only dominant frequencies of all wave bands are used. The current work which includes a comparison of feature extraction and classification method in computer aided diagnosis of migraine without aura has very little amount of background of previous literature, which empowers the necessity, although this fact cannot deny their importance and delicacy. Using Burg AR method \[[@ref6]\], as a parametric method has shown that EEG channels F1, T3, O1, and O2 are the most decisive ones in EEG-based diagnosis of migraine having a maximum of 88.4% diagnostic accuracy which is a close result to our findinds of autoregressive feature extraction, although the work concentrated on adult migraine. No comparison of either feature methods or classification methods was performed, and only power bands were applied. Our results reveal that the use of power as a classification input, Yule-Walker AR has a better performance alongside SVM classification resulting in an accuracy of 86% and the most decisive channels selected by genetic algorithm were C3, P3, P4, O2, F8, T5, T6, and Fz. Application of genetic algorithm to discover the best combination of features and electrodes and achieve the maximal possible accuracy is another effort which makes this research distinct from previous efforts in migraine EEG classification. Besides, this work has some practical limitations. Various other feature extraction methods and classifiers exist and therefore, can lead to more complete researches in the future. Besides, although this study focuses on pediatric EEG migraine classification, further efforts in this field could include EEG from adult migraineurs.

In sum, analyzing pediatric migraine EEG using two feature extraction tools and two classification methods revealed that best combination of detection accuracy (93%) is when Welch's method and SVM are utilized together, in case dominant frequency is also applied to the classification method.
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